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Build your Korando e-Motion

Electrifying good looks
It’s all-electric. It’s Korando e-Motion. All the practicality of an SUV, with all the
sustainability of the electric vehicle you’ve been waiting for. It’s the ultimate
marriage of sophisticated Korean DNA with the latest in vehicle technologies.
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Future-forward design
Great design comes from any angle, the rear looks as elegant as it is functional.
Clearly a SsangYong with the dragon’s wing badge, clearly a Korando with a wide
opening tailgate and substantial loadspace to cater for the families needs, clearly
electric signed off with an e-Motion logo.
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Make a bold entrance

LED headlights

LED fog lights

For those who want to see and be seen.
The multi-focus reflector headlights feature
distinctive blue accents. Sparkling high beam
and low beam LED headlights will turn heads
and light your way on the darkest nights.

Neatly positioned alongside the signature
front skid plate and aerodynamic grille, the
triple stacked LED displayed fog lamps are
integrated within the front bumper to complete
the high tech image.
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This is an all-electric vehicle with refined, energetic style. Bold, sleek and chic.
Combining heritage and hi-tech in one refined advanced package, Korando e-Motion
reduces emissions without sacrificing any style.

LED rear combination lights
A new silver line motif and distinctive double-V within the cluster announce
a new look for the Korando e-Motion rear combination lights.

Specifications shown vary from UK model
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Korando is at the cutting edge, embracing future-thinking new technologies. Electric blue accents
and aerodynamic character lines emphasise the vehicle’s advanced eco credentials. The pursuit
of maximum energy efficiency is highlighted by the pared-down, closed off radiator grille.

Rear skid plate

Chrome details

A distinctive design
touch that gives the
rear of the Korando
more dynamic, SUV
styled elegance.

The tailgate is enhanced
by additional brushed
chrome details that
feature the model name
Korando – the original
‘Korea can do’.

Aerodynamic wheels

Door mirrors

The e-Motion’s
aerodynamic wheels
don’t just project a
futuristic image, they
also increase vehicle
efficiency with low
rolling resistance tyres.

The energetic, purposeful
side silhouette is
enhanced by the blue
finished door mirrors. The
multi-function door mirrors
can fold in when you step
out and have downward
facing puddle lights which
let you see what you’re
stepping into.
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Filled with tecnology
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This driving experience is centred around you. Essential data is available at a glance. You are in the driving seat within
a mellow, relaxed cockpit as microprocessors work tirelessly and efficiently to relay information to your contemporary,
cool-blue digital display.

Digital instruments with in-cluster navigation

Analogue style display

Digital instruments with smartphone mirroring

Full colour map display to give you the overall
picture flanked by vehicle information displays
on either side.

Analogue style instruments surround a central screen
that provides your selection of vehicle data so you can
stay in control.

Data from your smartphone is mirrored from the central infotainment
screen to the digital display flanked by vehicle information displays
on either side.

*Ultimate only.
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Sounds sensational
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e-Motion has all the latest tech. Dual displays link you up with the outside world, while
Android Auto or Apple CarPlay keep you connected to your sounds. There’s even a rear
view camera as standard.

8” screen smart audio
An 8” touchscreen controls DAB radio, Apple CarPlay or Android Auto
connect your smartphone to the car, or use Bluetooth connectivity,
or a handy USB.

9” HD Navigation

Android Auto and Apple CarPlay

Features a high definition 9” screen, DAB radio, TomTom Navigation, Apple CarPlay or Android Auto to play
your favourite podcasts or tracks whilst keeping you on track.

No need to look down at your phone, it’s all on-screen. Access
invaluable apps and enjoy your music library whilst on the move.

©
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You would expect a vehicle which is on the leading edge of an all-electric revolution to have electronics
to match. Korando e-Motion has advanced driver interfaces which use faster, easier, smarter technology
to evolve the way you drive.

Electronic Parking Brake with Auto Hold

Dual zone air conditioning

Apply the parking brake via a button. The auto hold maintains
brake pressure even when pressure is released from the
brake pedal – on depressing the accelerator the brake is
automatically released.

Everyone is individual. You may want to turn the heat up,
whilst your passenger stays cool. Dual zone. Joint decision.
Perfect harmony.

Rear parking camera
Make it easier to see what’s going on behind you with an automatically deployed reversing camera with parking guides.

Heated steering wheel

Wireless phone charger
Charge your phone wirelessly to keep you connected
on the move.
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Power tailgate

When it’s cold outside, there’s nothing more warming than
the comfortable touch of a heated steering wheel.

The smart power tailgate opens as you approach via
an intelligent key fob to take the pain out of loading.
Specifications shown vary from UK model
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The inside story
There’s a Korean phrase, ‘Noon-Chi’ which has no direct translation. It means being in touch with the feelings
of others and in harmony with your environment. The Korando e-Motion has Noon-Chi. In spades. The interior
is the widest in its class and wraps itself ergonomically around you. You feel safe, secure, and comforted.
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Stretch your legs
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Inside, Korando e-Motion is big. It’s roomy and it’s comfortable. The award winning front seats are sumptuous
and heated. And there’s more than enough room for strapping teenagers in the back.

Heated front
seats

Ventilated front
seats

When there’s a chill
in the air, a warm,
welcoming heated
seat creates the
perfect environment
for you to enjoy
the ride.

A long journey
on a hot day is
made all the more
comfortable with
the cooling air
from ventilated
front seats.

Power adjusted seats

Heated rear seats

The driver's seat is power adjustable allowing the ability
to find the perfect driving position effortlessly.
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It can get very chilly in Korea so it’s no surprise that the
rear seats in the Ultimate model are also heated – comfort
all round.
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Sit back, settle down and enjoy the ride. The rear seats
recline so passengers can savour the still, quiet joys
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Bags & bags of space
Flexible Rear Seating

With 551 litres of loadspace, the Korando e-Motion offers class beating capacity
for luggage and seating flexibility. It’s not just big. It’s huge and packed with features.

Adaptable Luggage Board

Golf clubs? No problem. Suitcases? Bring them on. You can adjust the rear loadspace
by folding all or part of the rear seats - surf board, no problem!

A handy two part luggage board provides a hidden compartment like the luggage hold
of a plane, or can be stored behind the rear seat to create one huge luggage space.

Full luggage
board in place

2nd row:
40% folded

2nd row:
60% folded
Exterior
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Rear-half luggage
board removed

Front-half luggage
board removed

2nd row:
100% folded
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Places for bits & bobs
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An iPhone here. A road map there. And a sneaky Twix down the side. e-Motion is
cleverly designed to stay clutter free, even on the longest drives. A home for everything
and everything has a home.

Large glovebox

Adjustable armrest storage

The high capacity, multi-functional glove-box swallows up a 10.5” iPad.

There’s a sliding armrest on top of the large central storage bin which moves forward to provide
useful elbow support.

Large capacity door pocket

Storage for glasses

Huge front door pockets take a couple of water bottles to keep you refreshed.
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Join the charge
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You’re in charge
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With a range of upto 211 miles Korando e-Motion has more than ample ability. 15 miles to work and back
again each day? One charge will last you a week. Going further afield? London to Leeds? No problem.
Manchester to Birmingham? And back again.

Utilise the ever expanding
charging network

54

The convenience of a full
charge overnight at home

54

table
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11

kw
100

ble
orta
DP
P
-C
7kw
IC

50kw

11

kw
100

HOURS*

20%

Charging connector lock
0%

80%

20%

HOURS*

100% 80%

0%

The charging connector lock prevents the charging connector
from being removed whilst using a public charger.

33

33

MINUTES*

MINUTES*

30

30

HOURS*

HOURS*

Rapid charging - 100kW

Charging door and ports

Portable charger

The Korando e-Motion can be charged for normal use
in just over half an hour. To be precise, 33 minutes
will power your vehicle from 20% to an 80% charged
battery which is ready to go. Connect to a 50 kW
point and you’ll have similar levels of clean pure
energy in just 54 minutes.

A neat door on the front
passenger side wing
hides Type 2 and CCS
charging ports.

The contemporary
equivalent of a petrol can.
In the event of an
emergency you can
charge the battery from
an ordinary household
outlet (220V) using the
portable charger.
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As nightime falls, e-Motion works overtime to
provide you with a fully charged battery using
a 7kW home charger. From zero charge to a fully
loaded power pack in 11 hours.
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Charging at home
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Having an electric vehicle charge point fitted at home is a great way to make the most of your
Korando e-Motion. It gives you the option to charge your car whenever it is at home and can turn
out to be particularly economical.

Getting a charger installed at your home
is easier than you think
There are a few things to consider when planning to install a home charge point –
the good is that SsangYong’s affiliate partner, EO, offers a one-stop service that is
convenient, cost-effective and packed with benefits. Here's how it works:
● Simply visit your local SsangYong dealer and register for an installation our affiliate
partner, EO.
● You will need to provide a few details and photos - location, fuse box and other
important aspects - to prepare a smooth approval and installation.
● You may also be asked for documents to prove your eligible for any available
government support.
● An EO Approved Installer then comes to your home

Special SsangYong and EO offer
Get the EO Mini Pro 2 with:
● Charging capacity: up to 7kW
● Untethered (universal) or tethered unit
● Exclusive 7-year warranty on Mini Pro 2 in association with SsangYong
● 3-year warranty and standard installation included on other products
● Auto power balancing to safely manage electrical load (recommended)
● Preferential price for customers referred by a SsangYong Authorised Dealer

Find your nearest dealer at
www.ssangyonggb.co.uk/dealers
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Power at your fingertips
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Korando provides a convenient charging control system via the infotainment
screen allowing pre-scheduled charging, target charging and providing
a clear charging status display to keep you on track.

Charging status display
When charging
begins, the estimated
time to fully charge
is displayed on the
instrument cluster,
along with current
power level and
estimated range.

Scheduled charging
Charging can be
scheduled in advance
by setting the start
and end times which
is useful for efficient
home charging.

Set required battery level
Programme the amount
of charge required to be
added to the battery.
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High efficiency. High output.
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Korando e-Motion is powerful and quiet, smooth and
efficient. The benefits of a battery electric vehicle are
immediately apparent and appreciated.

Regenerative braking
The regenerative brakes harness the energy used by the motor when
decelerating and converts it into latent power to recharge the batteries.
Paddle shift levers behind the steering wheel offer 3 stages of control over
the level of regenerative braking.

Max Power

140kw

Max Torque

360Nm

Towing capacity

Heat pump
e-Motion Ultimate features an efficient heat pump which compresses
refrigerant under high pressure to generate heat which is used to
heat the interior of the vehicle in place of a conventional heater.
This uses less energy from the battery which increases vehicle range.

Select by wire

Korando e-Motion is well suited for leisure and travel
duties, boasting the towing capacity of up to 1.5 tonnes.

Select drive using electronic control which gives direct
response in an intuitive and safe manner.

Specifications shown vary from UK model
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Your choice of driving style
The choice of drive mode has a significant
influence on how Korando e-Motion performs.
Acceleration, top speed, regenerative braking
and ultimately battery range are all influenced
by the choice of drive mode – choose the one
that best suits your drive of the day.

Driver Modes

A balance between driving performance
and battery usage. You can relax in the calm,
serene interior with the peace of mind that
comes from maximising range.
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environment inside and green graphics
show it’s good for the environment
outside too.
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Sport Mode

Eco+ Mode

Eco Mode

Comfort Mode
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ultimate Eco setting gives the longest
range for total peace of mind.
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It’s exhilarating and electrifying, but the
red graphics remind you to use sparingly
to maximise range.
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Safety
first
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Safety is our prime concern. For you, for your loved ones, and for others on the road. Our continuously growing toolkit of advanced driving
safety measures includes Adaptive Cruise Control, Autonomous Emergency Braking, Lane Keeping Assist and Lane Departure Warning
Systems, along with driver aids such as High Beam Assist and Driver Attention Alert.

Cornering within a lane

Keep your distance

Keep within your lane

Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control
IACC allows you to set a chosen speed and will adjust progress to maintain a safe speed and distance from a vehicle ahead.
The system uses the vehicle’s camera and radar to identify traffic lanes painted onto highways and city streets and will
maintain safe progress within a lane, even around corners.

Front Vehicle Start Warning

Autonomous Emergency Braking

Safety Distance Warning
Alerts the driver when another vehicle or pedestrian appears
in the path of the vehicle.

When a frontal collision is anticipated, this function
automatically applies the brakes to prevent a collision.

Alerts the driver when the preceding vehicle begins
to depart

Specifications shown vary from UK model
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Safety aids

Lane Departure Warning

Lane Keeping Assist

Smart High Beam

Notifies the driver when the forward camera module
detects an unintended lane departure by the vehicle.

Front camera helps prevent unintended lane departure
by making a corrective steering adjustment.

Switches between high and low beams by analyzing
ambient light levels and monitoring the headlights of
oncoming vehicles and the rear lamps of vehicles ahead.

Rolling backwards during a hill start is a thing of the
past - hill start assist acts as an automatic handbrake
and is a great benefit when driving in tricky conditions.

Displays traffic information, including posted speed limits
to maximise driving safety.
Specifications shown vary from UK model
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Protecting you. And your loved ones.
This is the strongest Korando ever. Safety is built in – from the body up, with a best in class
body structure composed of 77% high tensile strength steel. We’ve also fitted 6 air bags
in case you run into trouble - or trouble runs into you.

77%

High tensile strength
steel ratio

6 airbags

2

The Korando e-Motion
builds upon its safety focus,
boasting 6 airbags for
passenger safety. Front seat
passengers have front and
side airbags with additional
side curtain airbags at both
front and rear.

1

3

4

5

1. Driver seat airbag

6

2. Passenger seat airbag
3. Front-seat side airbag (left)
4. Front-seat side airbag (right)
5. Curtain airbag (left)
6. Curtain airbag (right)

Specifications shown vary from UK model
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The choice
is yours
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ELX

Ventura

Ultimate

Way beyond an entry level model with spec unexpected for its price
– simply great value.

Everything you look for in an all-electric SUV.
And more.

Ultimate by name, ultimate by nature.
Super charged with specification.

● 17” alloy wheels

● Autonomous emergency braking

As ELX spec +

As Ventura spec +

● LED daytime running lights

● Safety distance warning
● Lane keeping assist

● LED headlamps

● Lane departure warning system

● Dual fabric & faux leather seats

● Leather seat trim, heated front and rear

● Heated front seats

● Driver’s seat power lumbar adjust

● Auto lights/wipers

● LED rear combination lights

● Safety distance alert

● LED front fog lamps

● Rear view camera

● Rear parking sensors

● Rear privacy glass

● Electro chromatic rear view mirror

● Luxury carpet mats

● 6 airbags

Interior
& space

● Wireless charger

● Luggage board

● Intelligent adaptive cruise control

Technology
& connectivity

● Front and rear parking sensors

● Luggage cover and net

● Dual zone automatic air conditioning

Exterior

● Leather covered heated steering wheel

● Tom Tom navigation

● Speed limit warning

● Apple CarPlay and Android Auto

● Power tailgate

● 9” HD infotainment screen

● Smart high beam

● 8” smart audio

● Heat pump

● Leather steering wheel

● Front vehicle start warning

● 12.3” digital instrument cluster

● Power adjustable and ventilated front seats

● Charging cable
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Match your style
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Driving the all-electric Korando e-Motion says something about you. Your choice of colour says something
more. There’s a range of sophisticated colours to match your personality.

Leather

Grand White

Platinum Gray

TPU and cloth combination

Dandy Blue

Space Black
Cloth
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Standard equipment
STEERING

ELX

VENTURA ULTIMATE

INTERIOR

ELX

Soft touch steering wheel with electric blue accents

Electric-blue accents to dash and front doors

Leather covered steering wheel with electric blue accents

Illuminated sun visor with sliding extension

Heated leather covered steering wheel with electric blue accents

Glovebox with illumination

Electronic power steering

Adjustable sliding centre armrest

Steering wheel adjustable for rake and reach

Electro chromatic rear view mirror
Floor mats with electric blue stitching

SEATING
Woven cloth seats

CONVENIENCE

Dual fabric & faux leather seats with electric blue stitching

Intelligent adaptive cruise control

Leather seats with electric blue stitching

Lower windscreen wiper de-icer

Driver and front passenger power adjustable seats

Headlamp levelling

Drivers seat power lumbar adjustment

Intermittent rear wiper

Heated front seats

Automatic headlight control & rain-sensing aero-type front wipers

Ventilated front seats

Solar and noise-control windscreen

Heated rear seats

Tinted windows

60:40 split folding 2nd row seats

Privacy glass-rear-door, quarter windows & tailgate

Rear folding centre armrest with cup holders

Electric windows front & rear

Height adjustable front headrest

One-touch drivers power window

EXTERIOR

Front PVC door scuffs

Closed style aero front grille

Smart-key system including push button start

Electric-blue rear skid plate

12.3" full digital colour cluster

Electric-blue coloured door mirrors with side repeater & puddle lamp

12V power outlets front and rear

Door mirrors electrically adjustable, folding and heated

Overhead sunglass holder

Clean sill door

Luggage cover & net

LED daytime running lights

Luggage board

Projection headlights

Remote power tailgate

LED multi-focus reflector headlamps with electric blue accents

Front parking sensors

LED front fog lights

Rear parking sensors

Rear spoiler with high-mounted LED stop light

Electronic parking brake with auto hold

New style LED rear combination lights

CONTINUED

Body coloured exterior door handles
Combination antenna

Exterior
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SAFETY AND SECURITY

ELX

Find your local dealer

VENTURA ULTIMATE

WHEELS AND TYRES

ELX

Anti-lock braking system

17" alloy wheels with 215/65 eco tyres

Electronic stability programme

Tyre repair kit

Traction control system
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VENTURA ULTIMATE

INFOTAINMENT

Active roll-over protection

DAB/AM/FM radio with RDS

Hill descent control

Bluetooth hands free

Hill start assist

Wireless phone charger

Autonomous emergency braking

Steering wheel mounted audio controls

Safety distance warning

Six speakers

Front vehicle start warning

USB port

Lane departure warning

8" Smart audio screen

Lane keeping assist

9" HD screen with link to digital cockpit colour cluster

Smart high beam

Rear-view camera

Driver attention warning

MP3, M4A, APE, OGG, WMA, FLAC & WAV file formal play

Speed limit warning

Apple Car Play & Google Android Auto

Emergency stop signal

TomTom® navigation

Dual airbags for driver & front passenger

CLIMATE CONTROL

Side airbags for front passengers

Automatic dual-zone air conditioning

Curtain airbags for front & rear seat passengers

Cabin air quality control system

Airbag on/off switch (front passenger)
Front seatbelt pre-tensioners

e-MOTION TECHNOLOGY

Outer rear seatbelts with pre-tensioners & centre 3-point seatbelt

Type 2 & CCS Combo rapid charge port (50 kW)

Front and rear seatbelt reminder

Charging cable - emergency 3 pin (ICCB)

Rear outer ISOFIX child seat anchorage

Heat pump

Anti-theft alarm with immobiliser

Selectable drive modes - sport, comfort , eco, eco+

Electric Steering Column Lock

Regenerative braking - 3 mode paddle shift control

Headlight escort/Follow-you-home headlights

Virtual engine sound system (VESS)

Tyre pressure monitoring system
Visual VIN plate
Emergency call system

Standard
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Technical data
ELX

VENTURA

ULTIMATE

ENGINE AND DRIVETRAIN

ELX

VENTURA

DIMENSIONS

Fuel
Electric motor type

Pure electric

Length (mm)

4,465

Permanent magnet synchronous motor

Width (mm)

1,870

Maximum power (PS/kW)

190 / 140

Height (mm)

1,635

Maximum torque (Nm/lbs ft)

360 / 265

Wheelbase (mm)

2,675

Battery type

Lithium-ion polymer

Track: front/rear (mm)

1,590/1,610

242

Min turning radius (m)

5.35

Battery capacity (kWh/Ah)

61.5

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

2,250

Voltage

366

Kerb weight (kg)

1,840

On board charger (kW)

6.6

Approach angle (deg)

19.5

Single speed

Departure angle (deg)

25

Ramp angle (deg)

15

Battery power (kW)

Transmission
PERFORMANCE
Top speed (mph)

Luggage space (litres) rear seat fully up

96.9
9.0

Max unbraked trailer load (kg)

500

RUNNING GEAR

Max braked trailer load (kg)

1500

Steering

Towbar max load (kg)

551

Luggage space (litres) rear seat fully down

0-60 mph acceleration (secs)

85

1,248

Power assisted rack & pinion

Suspension (front/rear)

MacPherson front/independent milti-link rear

Brakes (front/rear)

ECONOMY AND EMISSIONS - WLTP*

Vented disc/Solid disc

Tyres

WLTP combined driving range (miles)

211

WLTP city driving range (miles)

294

INSURANCE

CO2 emissions (g/km)

Nil

Insurance

215/65R17

36D

37D

*Figures quoted are for RDE 2 vehicles where available
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Dimensions

1,620

2,675

1,590

4,465

1,870

1,610

Sizes in milimeters
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Make your e-Motion unique

3 pin charger

Detachable towbar

TOWING

Fitted price inc. VAT
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The Korando e-Motion is built for life’s adventures. Whether it’s
towing or protecting the interior from muddy boots, make your
Korando e-Motion your own with additional equipment.

Dog guard

INTERIOR

Fitted price inc. VAT

Fixed towbar

£406.80

Rubber Floor Mat Set (Auto)

£51.60

Detachable towbar

£566.40

Carpet Floor Mat Set (Auto)

£51.60

RC 13 Wiring Kit

£339.00

Dog guard

£219.60

RC caravan extension wiring

£191.40

VERSATILITY

Fitted price inc. VAT

Touch in paint

£18.46

Type 2 charging cable - 32A Single Phase EV - 5 M

£169.63
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SsangYong aftersales
Customer service
We care passionately about delivering
outstanding customer service. Attention to
detail is important, so any question you ask,
we’ll do our very best to answer it.

SsangYong assistance
All SsangYong new vehicles come with 12
months Roadside Assistance, providing you
with the best level of customer care both in
the UK and on Mainland Europe.

7 year, 90,000 mile warranty
means peace of mind.
Our warranty is the best there is for electric vehicles. It’s a
Korean thing. When we promise something, we stick to it. If
something goes wrong and it’s definitely our fault, we fix it.
Our customers like it, and they tell other people about it. So
everybody’s happy.

SsangYong service plans
Routine maintenance is a major factor in
prolonged vehicle life. Total peace of mind
costs only a few pounds a week with one of
our flexible service plans.
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More than 65 years of ‘Korean Can Do’
Imagine how good you’d be at something if you’d done it every day for 65 years or
more. That’s how long SsangYong has been making motor vehicles in various guises.
We’ve been crafting the Korando since 1983. Durability and outstanding performance
have always been at the very heart of what we do. That’s why we’re good at it.

1954
Ha Dong-Hwan Motor workshop

1974
Co-founded Shinjin Jeep
Co-founded Shinjin Jeep and
developed both hard and soft
top Jeep-type vehicles.

SsangYong was initially established
as Ha Dong-Hwan Motor workshop,
specialising in trucks, buses and
special purpose vehicles.

1984
Korean Can Do

1996
Korando 2
The distinctive Korando 4x4 was
launched - and features a combination
of family transport, towing and offroad ability unique in its day – the
first Korean SUV

2011

2019
Korando 4
The product plan comes full circle
with a fully modern version of the
towing favourite, the Korando SUV.

In 1984 SsangYong took over Geohwa
Co and created the name Korando,
a contraction of the motto “Korean
Can Do”.

Korando 3
Korando gains a touch of Italian style.
The Giugiaro-designed Korando 3 is
SsangYong’s first monocoque and
uses a new 2.0L home developed
diesel engine and 2 tonne towing limit
to become a caravaners favourite.

2022
Korando e-Motion
Korando moves into the future
with SsangYong's first all
electric drivetrain.
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For more information please call 0333 444 1954
The information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration. Specific items
described do not feature on every model – please check standard equipment listed on
page 27-28. SsangYong reserves the right to change specifications at any time without
notice. The colour and finishes reproduced in this brochure are subject to the limitations
of the printing process and may vary from the actual colour and paint finish. This brochure
does not constitute an offer of sale of any particular vehicle or specification. Please confirm
exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your SsangYong dealer or check the
SsangYong website.
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